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Accounting for Source Uncertainties in Analyses
of Astronomical Survey Data

Thomas J. Loredo

Dept. of Astronomy, Cornell University

Abstract. I discuss an issue arising in analyzing data from astronomical surveys: accounting for
measurement uncertainties in the properties of individualsources detected in a survey when making
inferences about the entire population of sources. Source uncertainties require the analyst to intro-
duce unknown “incidental” parameters for each source. The number of parameters thus grows with
the size of the sample, and standard theorems guaranteeing asymptotic convergence of maximum
likelihood estimates fail in such settings. From the Bayesian point of view, the missing ingredient
in such analyses is accounting for the volume in the incidental parameter space via marginaliza-
tion. I use simple simulations, motivated by modeling the distribution of trans-Neptunian objects
surveyed in the outer solar system, to study the effects of source uncertainties on inferences. The
simulations show that current non-Bayesian methods for handling source uncertainties (ignoring
them, or using an ad hoc incidental parameter integration) produce incorrect inferences, with errors
that grow more severe with increasing sample size. In contrast, accounting for source uncertainty
via marginalization leads to sound inferences for any sample size.

INTRODUCTION

Astronomers devote enormous community resources to surveys: systematic searches of
some region of the sky, with goals including characterization of populations of known
astronomical sources, and discovery of new sources. Surveys play pivotal roles in nearly
every astronomical discipline, spanning the full range of scales from solar system as-
tronomy (e.g., surveys of the asteroid and trans-Neptunianobject (TNO) populations) to
cosmology (e.g., surveys of distant galaxies, active galaxies, and cosmological gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs)). Accurate and thorough analysis of survey data is crucial to maximize
the scientific return from the extensive resources devoted to surveys. But although there
is a high degree of sophistication in survey analysis methods in isolated astronomical
disciplines, in many disciplines more rudimentary methodsare used that waste informa-
tion in the data and in some cases can produce misleading conclusions. Even in areas
where sophisticated methods are used, there is ongoing research in analysis methods.

Several important and sometimes subtle issues arise in making accurate inferences
from survey data. Here I will focus on one such issue:properly accounting for individual
source uncertainties. In the next section I briefly discuss how source uncertainties
complicate survey analysis by distorting the underlying distribution, emphasizing that
the distortions must be explicitly accounted for even (and perhaps especially) when the
number of data is large. In § 3, I present a concrete example illustrating the Bayesian
approach to handling source uncertainties—analysis of themagnitude distribution of
TNOs—including a comparison with results from non-Bayesian methods.
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FIGURE 1. Distortion of the source observable distribution due to source uncertainties.

IMPLICATIONS OF SOURCE UNCERTAINTIES

Astronomers have known since the early 20th century that source uncertainties distort
the distribution of observables. The clearest early description of the effect is due to
Jeffreys in 1938 [1], and is depicted in Fig. 1. We measure andbin in equal ranges some
observable, say source distances,r. Measurement errors produce estimates ˆr that differ
from the true values, so some measurements will be put in the wrong bin. If the true
number in a bin is greater than that in its neighbors, we expect more measurements to
be scattered out of the bin than into it. As a result, the overall distribution is distorted; it
gets smoothed in a manner resembling a convolution.

Can the distortion be removed? Jeffreys’ brief paper criticized a solution offered
by Eddington that treated the problem as one of inverting a convolution; Eddington’s
solution, predating understanding of the ill-posed natureof such an inversion, was highly
unstable. Jeffreys pointed out that a superior approach would be topredict rather than
invert the data; he suggested introducing a parameterized model and using the likelihood
function to find the model parameters that best predict the data. But he did not present
such a solution in any detail, and his advice was largely ignored until the 1980s.

In the meantime, Malmquist offered an approach whose basic features have guided
survey analyses to this day. Rather than use the naive best-fit estimates ofr, Malmquist
showed that one could use the underlying distribution,f (r), and the known size of the
r̂ uncertainties to devise corrections that lead to revised estimates, ˜r, that can be used
to estimatef (r) in an unbiased manner. Malmquist’s work was so influential that biases
resulting from ignoring source uncertainty have come to be known asMalmquist biases.1

A serious defect of Malmquist’s approach is that the corrections depend onf (r),
which is unknown and often the object of interest in the investigation. Malmquist was
interested in estimating the density of stars in space. He assumed that thevolumedensity
is uniform, so that ther distribution is nonuniform, withf (r) ∝ r2 (due to ther2 growth
of the spherical coordinate volume element). This assumption was used for many years,
but in many applications it is unsound. This is particularlythe case in studies of galaxy
surveys, since we know that the galaxy distribution is very nonuniform. As a result,
generalizations of Malmquist’s approach have been sought.Some assume a simple

1 See Strauss & Willick (1995), Teerikorpi (1997) and Sandageand Saha (2002) for some recent reviews
of Malmquist-type survey biases. Lutz-Kelker bias is a similar bias arising due to source uncertainties.
For brevity’s sake we do not distinguish it from Malmquist bias here; see Smith (2003) for brief remarks
on the relationship.



parameterized form for the density (typically a power law) and determine corrections as
a function of the parameter. Some procedure is then devised to set the parameter using
the data, e.g., via an iterative scheme. Other approaches have an empirical Bayesian
flavor (though they are typically labeled as maximum likelihood approaches); they
multiply the likelihood for ther value of a source by a prior determined by the source
density. For a uniform density (so the prior is∝ r2), taking ˜r equal to the posterior mean
value ofr duplicates Malmquist’s corrections. Again, the density can be parameterized
and the parameter adjusted using some criterion to measure consistency between the
final r estimates and the prior. But no rigorous, self-consistent approach has yet been
offered, and research continues on how best to account for Malmquist bias.

Nothing about Jeffreys’ or Malmquist’s observations depended on the observable
being distance, and the effect will be present for any other observable with a nonuniform
distribution that is measured with uncertainty. Unfortunately, although the importance
of correcting for such distortion is well known for space density estimation, in other
applications the effect has not been so widely recognized.

The dependence of Malmquist corrections on the unknown density is a well known
problem with Malmquist’s treatment of the effects of sourceuncertainty. But there is a
more subtle potential problem that is not so widely recognized. The Malmquist approach
replaces naive point estimates of observables with “corrected” point estimates. Although
source uncertainties are used to determine the corrections, once the corrections are
determined, the source properties are treated as preciselyknown in subsequent analysis.
But ignoring such uncertainties can be dangerous, as the following example illustrates.

In a classic paper written in 1948 motivated by statistical problems in astronomy,
Neyman and Scott [2] discussed the following problem. For each of a number of sources
we make repeated measurements of the source intensity with an instrument that adds
noise to the signal. The sources each have different intensities. We assign a Gaussian
distribution for the noise, but the instrument’s noise standard deviation,σ , is not known
at the outset. We can pool together the data fromN sources to estimate the common
parameter,σ (and then use this information to estimate the source intensities).

As the simplest case, suppose there are two measurements foreach object. For source
i, the likelihood function for its intensity,µi , andσ is just the product of two Gaussians,

L (µi ,σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp

[

−(xi −µi)
2

2σ2

]

× 1

σ
√

2π
exp

[

−(yi −µi)
2

2σ2

]

, (1)

wherexi andyi denote the two measurements. Fig. 2a shows contours of this likelihood
for typical measurements with trueσ = 1. As one might expect, the likelihood is
symmetric inµi with its peak at the sample mean,(xi +yi)/2. Theσ uncertainty is large
for just two measurements, but includes the true value. The dashed curve labeled “1 pair”
in Fig. 2b shows a standard frequentist summary of the implications of this data forσ .
The curve is theprofile likelihoodfor σ , the maximum likelihood as a function ofσ (i.e.,
maximized with respect toµi). Also shown is the Bayesian summary of the information
in the data aboutσ , the marginal likelihood forσ , obtained by multiplying the likelihood
by a prior forµi (here uniform) and integrating outµi . (A final Bayesian inference for
σ would be found by multiplying this by a prior density forσ to get the marginal
posterior forσ .) The marginal likelihood is different from the profile likelihood, but



FIGURE 2. The Neyman-Scott problem.(a), left, the likelihood forµ and σ for a single pair of
measurements (with measured valuesx andy shown by dots along theµ axis). Cros shows the maximum;
contours are at the asymptotic 68% (dotted), 95.4% (dashed)and 99.73% (solid) confidence levels.(b),
right, the profile likelihood (dashed) and marginal likelihood (solid) forσ for a single pair, and for 20
pairs (ordinates rescaled to facilitate comparison).

not significantly so, given the large uncertainties.
Now consider what happens when we pool information from observations of 20

sources (by multiplying likelihoods). The curves labeled “20 pairs” show the results
using Monte Carlo samples. The profile likelihood is converging quickly to thewrong
value (it is easy to show that it asymptotically converges toσ/

√
2). The marginal

distribution converges less quickly, but is peaked near thetrue value (and in fact is
consistent—it asymptotically converges to the true value for any smooth prior). Return-
ing to Fig. 2a, we can understand this behavior. The likelihood contours for a single pair
of measurements are asymmetric inσ , enclosing much less volume in theµi direction
at small values ofσ than at larger values. Focusing on the likelihoodpeakignores this,
leading the maximum likelihood approach astray, while accounting for thevolumeunder
the likelihood via marginalization gives correct inferences.

This problem is notable in two respects. First, it is tempting to hope that as one gathers
more and more data, asymptotics comes to the rescue and guarantees convergence to
the truth, with uncertainties “averaging out.” The exampleshows this is not true. The
reason is that the the presence of source uncertainties (here in µi) means that each
source brings with it a new parameter that must be estimated,explicitly or implicitly.
Neyman and Scott called these “incidental” parameters, in contrast to the “structural”
parameter,σ , shared among all measurements. The total number of parameters present
grows with the number of data so the allowed volume in parameter space does not shrink
to zero asymptotically, and this feature of such problems prevents the usual asymptotic
guarantees from holding.

Second, the example shows that even frequentist maximum likelihood methods, close
in many respects to Bayesian methods, are insufficient in such settings. It is the Bayesian
focus onvolumesunder likelihoods, a consequence of taking a probabilisticapproach to
parameter uncertainty, that leads to accurate inferences.

The Neyman-Scott problem is not merely academic. One of the problems that moti-
vated their work frequently arises in astronomy and other disciplines: fitting data that



has errors in both the abscissa and the ordinate (“errors-in-variables” models). In such
problems, the unknown true abscissa values appear as nuisance parameters, and their
number grows with the number of data. As a result, one must handle such problems with
some care, a point made in these conferences by Ed Jaynes and Steve Gull (see [3]).

Of course, another setting where the features of Neyman’s and Scott’s problem appear
is survey analysis; each source brings with it its own uncertain incidental parameters, and
we learn about shared structural parameters describing thedistribution of sources by
pooling the information from the sources. To demonstrate the relevance of the problem
to survey analysis, let us consider a concrete example.

TRANS-NEPTUNIAN OBJECTS

We consider surveys detecting and reporting apparent magnitudes of TNOs, a large
population of minor planets with orbits extending beyond that of Neptune. The first
TNOs were detected in 1992; today nearly 1000 are known. Several dynamically distinct
populations comprise TNOs, distinguished by the distributions of their orbital elements.
The majority are “classical” Kuiper belt objects (KBOs), with a broad distribution of
low-eccentricity, low-inclination orbits. Other populations have eccentric orbits due
to interactions with Neptune (“scattered” KBOs) or orbits in various resonances with
Neptune (e.g., Plutinos, in orbits with a 2 : 3 resonance withNeptune; Pluto is considered
a member of this TNO class). We focus on classical KBOs here; see Gladman et al. [4]
for a brief overview of the populations, and the review article by Luu and Jewitt [5],
discoverers of the first TNO, for a more thorough overview. Ofthe∼ 103 known TNOs,
only∼ 102 were discovered in surveys that have been characterized sufficiently to allow
a rigorous analysis of the TNO distribution; this number will grow rapidly in the next
few years. Fig. 3 presents a plan view of the solar system showing the current locations
of 200 of the earliest discovered TNOs, and their relationship to the planets in the outer
solar system.

Suppose TNOs have a distribution of sizes,D, that is a power law,f (D) ∝ D−q, and
a density distribution that varies with heliocentric radius, r, as a power law,n(r) ∝ r−β ,
bounded between Neptune’s orbit and some maximum distance.TNOs are seen by
reflected sunlight, so the flux from a TNO obeys aF ∝ D2/r4 law (ignoring for simplicity
Earth’s 1 AU distance from the sun, small compared to TNO distances). The flux
distribution of TNOs is then a broken power law, with the power law index of dim objects
determined byβ , and that of bright objects determined byq. Astronomers report optical
fluxes on a (negative) logarithmicmagnitudescale, with magnitudem=−2.5log10F/F0
(with F0 a fiducial flux). LetΣ(m) be the number of TNOs per square degree with
magnitudes less thanm. The broken power law flux distribution implies a cumulative
magnitude distribution that is a broken exponential,

Σ(m) = 10α(m−m0), (2)

where the log-slope,α, is different at large and smallm. For the dimmest objects (large
m), the slope measures the TNO space density index, withβ =10α+3. For bright TNOs
(smallm), the slope measures the size distribution index, withq= 5α +1. Note that the



FIGURE 3. A plan view of the outer solar system in July 2004, looking down the north ecliptic pole.
The solid curves and open crosses show the orbits and locations of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune;
⊙ denotes the Sun. The dashed curve and large dot show the orbitand location of Pluto, considered to be
the largest of a class of TNOs called Plutinos. The small dotsshow the locations of 200 TNOs; about 800
have so far been discovered.

parameters of physical interest,q andβ , are related to the more directly observable slope
α by large factors so that small errors inα lead to large errors in the inferred physics.
A goal of TNO survey analysis is to estimate the slope of the magnitude distribution
in different magnitude ranges in order to estimate the indices of the size and density
distributions.

To date well over a dozen well-characterized surveys of the TNO population have
been undertaken, with extremely diverse characteristics.Some spread observing re-
sources in relatively short exposures over broad regions ofthe sky along the ecliptic,
providing the best data on bright TNOs (since they sample a large area). Others focus
all resources on a narrow “pencil beam” target area, using repeated long exposures to
search for the numerous very dim TNOs. Many surveys are unsuccessful in the sense of
not detecting any new TNOs; nevertheless the lack of detections is itself useful infor-
mation that sets bounds on the TNO density in the regions accessible to such surveys.
Different surveys use filters that access different parts ofthe optical spectrum. An impor-
tant challenge in TNO survey analysis is how to consistentlycombine the information
from the many surveys.

TNOs are dim objects that are challenging to detect and measure. Measurement un-
certainties due to photon counting statistics can be significant. Systematic uncertainties,
e.g., due to the need to convert measurements to a common wavelength range, or due
to TNO variability, can be significant. Both statistical andsystematic uncertainties tend
to be largest for the dimmest TNOs. For bright TNOs the magnitude uncertainty is rel-
atively small,∼ 5%. For dim TNOs, it is typically much larger, 20–30%. Since distant
TNOs tend to be dim, and since the volume for a given radius range is larger for distant
sources than for nearby sources, many or most of the sources in a particular survey tend
to be dim. Thus many of the detected TNOs have significant magnitude uncertainties.
An additional challenge in TNO survey analysis is accounting for these uncertainties.

Most studies of TNO data use approaches that can be characterized as trying to “fix



the data.” They try to construct a “debiased” estimate ofΣ(m) that has the selection
effects of a particular survey removed. These estimates arethen combined and models
fitted via least squares methods. These approaches have numerous defects. The data
are sparse; bins must be wide to contain enough objects to justify the asymptotic
approximations underlying the methods. This sacrifices resolution; some studies simply
ignore the requirement and allow bins to have few counts rather than use wide bins.
The arbitrary choice of bins introduces troubling subjectivity into the results. Some
studies fit thecumulativerather than differential binned distribution, ignoring the strong
correlations in the binned estimates and thus seriously underestimating the uncertainty
in the final inferences. None of the studies make any attempt to account for magnitude
uncertainties, even though they are typically of comparable scale to the bin widths
for dim sources. With such uncertainties, consistent model-independent “debiasing”
is simply impossible; moreover, ignoring them risks underestimating uncertainties in
the final inferences, and possibly finding incorrect resultsdue to the volume effects
discussed above.

Bayesian inference is ideally suited to the challenges of TNO survey analysis. In-
formation from disparate surveys can be easily combined by multiplying likelihoods.
Source uncertainties can be handled by introducing nuisance parameters and marginal-
izing. Systematic error can be incorporated in the analysis, since the Bayesian approach
does not restrict use of probability distributions only to “random” uncertainties.

Gladman et al. [6, 4] have adopted a Bayesian approach to TNO survey analysis,
building on the work of Loredo and Wasserman on analysis of GRB survey data [7,
8, 9]. Their results differ markedly from those of investigators using the approaches
described above. More recently, Bernstein et al. ([10]; B04) have advocated a quasi-
Bayesian approach, but with an incorrect likelihood function. In the remainder of this
section, I will describe the Bayesian approach and how it differs from the B04 approach,
illustrating how some of the concerns of the previous section can manifest themselves
in analyses of TNO survey data. The results show that it is notenough to follow
the Bayesian approach “in spirit;” inferences can be significantly corrupted unless the
Bayesian prescription is followed with care.

For an analysis of the TNO magnitude distribution, the information from a TNO
survey can be summarized by reporting the following quantities:

• The solid angle,ω, examined by the survey;
• The survey efficiency function,η(m), specifying the probability that a TNO of

magnitudem will produce data meeting the survey criteria for detection;
• Source likelihood functions,ℓi(m), giving the likelihood that TNOi has magnitude

m. By definitionℓi(m) = p(di |m,M) is the probability for the datadi from source
i presuming the source has magnitudem, with M denoting any data modeling as-
sumptions. It will often be adequately summarized by a Gaussian function specified
by the best-fit (maximum likelihood)m value for the TNO and its uncertainty.

Our goal here is to infer the parameters,θ , of a specified model for the TNO magnitude
distribution. The key ingredient in a Bayesian analysis is the likelihood function forθ
based on all the survey data,D, defined byL (θ) = p(D|θ ,M). We will derive it in two
steps. First, we derive the likelihood for an idealized survey able to detect every TNO
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FIGURE 4. Constructing the likelihood for an idealized survey as a point process inm, with empty
intervals of sizes∆α and TNOs detected at pointsmi in small intervals of sizeδm.

brighter than some magnitude,mth, and reporting the magnitude of TNOi precisely as
mi. Then we account for the complications of detection efficiency and source uncertainty.

We model the magnitude distribution as a Poisson point process specified by the
differential magnitude distribution,σ(m), defined so thatσ(m)dmdω is the probability
for there being a TNO of magnitude in[m,m+dm] in a small patch of the sky of solid
angledω (soΣ(m) is its integral). For idealized data, we imagine themi values spread out
on the magnitude axis, shown in Fig. 4. We divide the axis intoempty intervals indexed
by α with sizes∆α , between small intervals of sizeδmcontaining theN detected values
mi. The expected number of TNOs in empty intervalα is,

µα = ω
∫

∆α
dmσ(m). (3)

The expected number in the intervalδm associated with detected TNOi is

µi = ω δmσ(m), (4)

where we takeδm small enough so the integral overδm is well approximated by
this product. The probability for seeing no TNOs in empty interval α is the Poisson
probability for no events whenµα are expected, given bye−µα . The probability for
seeing a TNO of magnitudemi in δm is the Poisson probability for one event whenµi
are expected, given byµie−µi . Multiplying these probabilities gives the likelihood for
the parameters,θ , specifyingσ(m). The expected values in the exponents sum to give
the integral ofσ(m) over all accessiblem values, so the likelihood can be written,

L (θ) = (ωδm)N exp

[

−ω
∫

dmΘ(mth−m)σ(m)

] N

∏
i=1

σ(mi), (5)

whereΘ(mth−m) is a Heaviside function restricting the integral tom values smaller
thanmth. The factor in front is a constant that will drop out of Bayes’s theorem and can
henceforth be ignored.

Now we consider the real survey data, which differs from the idealized data in
two ways: the presence of a survey efficiency rather than a sharp threshold, and the
presence of magnitude uncertainties. We immediately run into difficulty with a point
process model because we cannot make the construction of Fig. 4, since we do not
know the precise values of the TNO magnitudes. But in a Bayesian calculation we can
introduce these values as nuisance parameters, and then integrate them out. To facilitate
the calculation, we need to introduce some notation. When occurring as an argument



in a probability, letmi denote the proposition that there is a TNO of magnitudemi in
an intervalδm at mi. We divide the data,D, into two parts: the data from the detected
objects,{di}, and the proposition,N , asserting that no other objects were detected.
Then the likelihood can be written,

L (θ) = p(D|θ ,M)

=
∫

{dmi} p({mi},N |θ ,M) p({di}|{mi},N ,θ ,M). (6)

The first factor in the integrand can be calculated using a construction similar to that
used for the idealized likelihood above, with one importantdifference: the presence of
theN proposition means that we cannot assume that no TNO is present in a∆α interval,
but rather that no TNO wasdetected. Thus these probabilities are Poisson probabilities
for no events whenµα are expected, with

µα = ω
∫

dmη(m)σ(m), (7)

thedetectablenumber of TNOs in the interval rather than the total number. Thus the first
factor in the integrand in equation (6) resembles the right hand side of equation (5), but
with η(m) replacing the Heaviside function in the integral in the exponent.

The second factor in the integrand in equation (6) is the probability for the data from
the detected objects, given their magnitudes. Since the source likelihood function is
by definition ℓi(m) = p(di |m), this probability is just a product of source likelihood
functions evaluated at the specifiedmi values (with themi values given, theN and
θ propositions in this probability are irrelevant to the probability for di). Now we can
calculate equation (6):

L = exp

[

−ω
∫

dmη(m)σ(m)

]

∏
i

∫

dmℓi(m)σ(m), (8)

where we have dropped the unimportant interval factors, andwe have simplified the
notation by dropping the indices from themi variables in the integrals, since they are
just integration variables for independent integrals.

B04 derived a likelihood function for TNO magnitude data by an informal argument,
with their final result being,

LB = exp

[

−ω
∫

dmη(m)σ(m)

]

∏
i

∫

dmη(m)ℓi(m)σ(m). (9)

This differs from equation (8) in the presence ofη(m) factors in the source integrals.
B04 argued that these factors should be present because the probability for the data from
a detected TNO with given magnitude should be the product of the probability that the
TNO was detected, given byη(m), times the probability for the detection data. But this
is an incorrect calculation of a joint probability.2 Let Di denote the proposition that a

2 I made the same error in an early analysis of the neutrinos detected from SN 1987A [11]. In later work
the error was corrected and discussed along the lines presented here [12].



TNO is actually detected in the data from TNO candidatei. The product rule lets us
calculate the joint probability forDi anddi in two ways:

p(Di ,di |m,M) = p(di |m,M)p(Di|di ,m,M)

= p(Di |m,M)p(di|Di ,m,M). (10)

In the first line, the first factor is just the source likelihood, ℓi(m). The second factor
is the probability that TNOi is detected,given the data from that TNO. But since we
are considering data from a detected TNO, this probability is unity by definition (i.e.,
detection is a criterion that the observed data are in some acceptable set, and by definition
data from a detected TNO must lie in that acceptable set). So the joint probability for
detection and the data, givenm, is just the isolatedℓi(m) term appearing in the correct
likelihood.

Now examine the second line in equation (10), correspondingto the factorization
implicitly used by B04. The first factor is the probability that a TNO of magnitudem
would be detected; this is given byη(m). But the second term is the probability for
the data from the detected TNO,given that it has been detected. We can calculate this
probability with Bayes’s theorem; it is given byℓi(m)/η(m). Theη factors cancel, and
this factorization of the joint probability also equalsℓi(m), as it must. The B04 derivation
fails to condition on detection when calculating the data probability, and so produces an
incorrect final likelihood function.

To make these considerations concrete, imagine a simple detector that counts photons
in a single pixel, and reports a detection if the counts exceed some threshold,nth. The
data from detected sourcei is just the counts,ni, detected from that source. Then the first
factorization is the product of the Poisson probability forni counts given the magnitude,
and the probability thatni > nth. Since the source was detected, the last probability is
unity, and we are left with the Poisson likelihood form definingℓi(m). For the second
factorization, the first factor is the probability thatni > nth given the TNO magnitude.
This is a sum of Poisson probabilities for counts aboventh (it is given by an incomplete
Gamma function). The second factor is the probability for seeingni counts from a source
of magnitudem, given that the counts from that source are above nth. This is the Poisson
probability forni , but renormalized for counts above the threshold. The renormalization
requires division by the sum given by the first factor, so thatfactor cancels and again we
are left with the Poisson probability forni counts givenm, that is,ℓi(m) (with no η(m)
factor).

B04 further argued that the uncertainties were small enoughthat they could be ig-
nored, essentially takingℓi(m) to be aδ -function at the best-fit magnitude, ˆmi. In this
approximation the integral for objecti becomesη(m̂i)σ(m̂i). The first factor is constant
with respect to the model parameters, so this corresponds toa likelihood function given
by,

L
′
B = exp

[

−ω
∫

dmη(m)σ(m)

]

∏
i

σ(m̂i). (11)

This is the idealized likelihood of equation (5), with the Heaviside function replaced by
the detection efficiency. This is the likelihood actually used by B04.

To explore the consequences of use of the incorrect likelihood of equation (9), and
of completely ignoring uncertainty and using equation (11), we can construct simple



simulated surveys where the truth is known and see if these likelihoods recover the
truth. I simulated data from a TNO distribution with a “rolling” power law index using
a model advocated by B04,

σ(m) = σ2310[α(m−23)+α ′(m−23)2], (12)

whereσ23 is the density atm= 23, α is the power law slope atm= 23, andα ′ is the
rate of change of the slope withm. TNO magnitudes were drawn from this distribution,
and then the counts expected from that source in a simple single-pixel measurement
were sampled from a Poisson distribution with expected value proportional to the flux.
If the counts were above a threshold,nth, the TNO was detected, and its Poisson like-
lihood was used forℓ(m). For the results shown in Fig. 5, the threshold and expected
counts were chosen so that the dimmest detected TNOs had an uncertainty∼ 33%. The
model used hasα = 0.75 andα ′ = −0.05, a model B04 find describes classical KBOs
well. Fig. 5a shows the most probable parameter values from 100 simulated surveys with
N = 100 detected TNOs; the values were found by calculating the marginal distribution
for α andα ′ using flat priors. The solid dots show estimates using the correct likeli-
hood; the open circles show estimates ignoring source uncertainty, using equation (11).
Estimates from the correct likelihood are scattered roughly symmetrically about the true
value (indicated by the open×). Estimates ignoring source uncertainties systematically
overestimateα and underestimateα ′. For samples of this size (comparable to the size
of the sample analyzed by B04), the uncertainties are large enough that the estimates
are still sometimes near the correct value despite the strong bias. Fig. 5b shows esti-
mates withN = 1000, and the situation is worse—-the estimates ignoring uncertainty
are converging away from the truth, similar to the behavior seen in the Neyman-Scott
problem. In contrast, the correct likelihood produces estimates converging on the true
value. Figs. 5c,d repeat the experiment using the likelihood of equation (9) that attempts
to include uncertainties, but has the incorrectη(m) factor. We find the same behavior,
indicating that even though equation (9) has integrals overthe source uncertainties, the
incorrectη(m) factors corrupt inferences using this likelihood.

These simulations do not necessarily call into question thefinal scientific findings
reported by B04. The simulations used a simplified survey protocol, with somewhat
larger magnitude uncertainties than B04 claim for their data, and in any case indicate
that for samples with similar size to that studied by B04, correct results are sometimes
found by chance. What the simulationsdo indicate is that use of the incorrect likelihood
will eventually lead to trouble as sample sizes get larger.

The principle lesson of this work is thatsource uncertainties must be carefully ac-
counted for in analyses of survey data. In particular, the effects of source uncertainties
do not “average out” as data sets grow in size, but in fact can grow more severe. Bayesian
inference proves to be an ideal tool for handling this problem. By accounting for volumes
in parameter space—especially volumes associated with incidental parameters that arise
due to source uncertainties—a Bayesian analysis can accurately account for the distor-
tions introduced by source uncertainties. Further work on this issue, including a more
thorough examination of the B04 results, will be reported elsewhere.



FIGURE 5. Parameter estimates from analyses of simulated data from a rolling power law model,
using the correct (solid dots) and incorrect (open dots) TNOsurvey likelihood. Open “×” indicates the
true parameter values. (a,b) Estimates using a likelihood that ignores parameter uncertainties, for TNO
samples of size 100 (a) and 1000 (b). (c,d) Estimates using a likelihood with incorrect source uncertainty
integrals, for TNO samples of size 100 (c) and 1000 (d).
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